KoKopelli Golf Club: 4-Person Scramble
RESULTS
October 2, 2011

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
GUARANTEED PAYOUT:

1st Place:  -19  Pat Gavin/Tyler Kuhn/Josh Salmon/Ryan Cancino  $120.00/player
2nd Place:  -17  E. Henderson/A. Henderson/Matt Penny/Nick McCaslin $110.00/player
3rd Place:  -15  Zach Peck/Adam Johnson/Clark Hogan/Brian Wood  Logo Shirt

Skins Pool:

Gavin/Kuhn/Salmon/Cancino  Eagle  Hole #7  $21.00/player
Gavin/Kuhn/Salmon/Cancino  Eagle  Hole #9  $21.00/player
E. Henderson/A. Henderson/Penny/McCaslin  Eagle  Hole #7  $21.00/player
Gavin/Kuhn/Salmon/Cancino  Eagle  Hole #17  $21.00/player

Par 3 Challenge:

1st Place:  -7  Gavin/Kuhn/Salmon/Cancino  $42.00/player
{TIE}:  -7  E. Henderson/A. Henderson/Penny/Mccaslin  $42.00/player

Players Pool:

1st Place:  -19  Pat Gavin/Tyler Kuhn/Josh Salmon/Ryan Cancino  $54.00/player
2nd Place:  -17  E. Henderson/A. Henderson/Matt Penny/Nick McCaslin  $36.00/player

NOTE: Team in RED = Dominated this event from the start and set an all-time scoring record for this event. Just having fun!